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John Zych, Board Secretary
Ontario Energy Board
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Toronto ON M4P 1E4
Dear Mr. Zych:
RE: Comments on the Guide to Total Resource Cost Analysis (TRC Guide)
In response to the Ontario Energy Board’s (Board) July 6, 2005 letter to
interested stakeholders, Toronto Hydro-Electric System Limited (THESL) appreciates
the opportunity to provide comments on the TRC Guide. THESL is pleased to
receive this guide and the associated schedules and believes that it will be very
helpful. THESL’s comments are as follows:

General
The TRC Guide has provided good information for CDM programs aimed primarily
at kWh reduction. However, THESL believes that some of the most effective CDM
programs are aimed at reducing kW during the system peak period. We would
suggest that the TRC Guide include specific sections for these load control
(demand response) and distributed generation programs. Schedules of the avoided
capacity costs should be included, as well as examples showing the calculation of
avoided costs (generation, transmission, and distribution).

Section 1.3.2 CDM Program Costs
In this section, the TRC Guide explains that incentive payments from the LDC to
the customer are not considered a component of the TRC because they are a cost
transfer between two potential purchasers of the equipment. THESL would like to
point out that in the case where an incentive is paid to induce customers to
participate in a load control program, it is only the LDC that purchases the
equipment (load control device). The incentive paid to the customer would be an
actual cost, and not a cost transfer between two potential purchasers of the
equipment.
Residential Assumptions and Measures List
The On Peak (kW) column has "0.000" shown for quite a number of technologies,
especially on the residential list. Of particular concern are CFL and LED holiday
lighting, which are shown to have no kW benefit on the residential list, yet
positive values are shown for CFLs on the commercial list. THESL has CFL and LED
holiday lights in a number of programs and believes that their installation will
result in some on-peak kW reductions. It would be useful if the Board could review
and confirm that the "0.000" quantities on the list for on-peak kW reductions, are
in fact correct, and not just missing data.
It would also be helpful to include the values for recycled room air conditioners on
the list.
Line 31 shows the Incremental Equipment Cost for a water heater load control
relay to be $50. Based on our information, the relays cost in the order of $70 to
$100 USD plus installation.
Line 51 shows the On-Peak load reduction for space cooling to be 0.020kW. In
discussions with a vendor, he cited a study that claimed a considerably higher
figure of over 1 kW. We are attempting to obtain a copy of the study that would
support this; however, it would also be helpful if the Board could comment on the
information provided in TRC Guide.
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